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Abstract
The article analyzes the potential of the avant-garde architecture to give a boost
to the development of the Soviet urban areas under current conditions. The author
states that the growing interest to the objects of the avant-garde heritage contributed
to the appearance of the new vision of the Soviet urban districts filling them with new
meanings and symbolic values. For that reason, the proposed paper aims to outline
and describe the main narratives of the Soviet avant-garde architecture that have
taken shape in recent decades and have gradually established in a public discourse.
By means of this exploration the author seeks to trace symbolic transformation of
the Soviet urban districts and, thus, to argue that their change under post-Soviet
conditions depend not so much on the new urban city-planning initiatives as on the
new symbols and meanings that could give a new perception of these spaces in the
current social and cultural contexts.
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Symbolic transformation proved to become one of the major challenges for the Soviet
urban areas after the fall of socialism. Along with the loss of social and urban function
these territories lost any clear symbols and narratives which previously shaped their
general image andways of perception [7, 25, 26]. A sudden vanishing of representation
mechanisms meant for them an actual turning into a sort of “forsaken” or “invisible”
spaces: their old symbols were no longer reproduced whereas the new ones didn’t
appear yet. For that reason, it makes sense to explore the ways which allow the Soviet
urban areas to adjust to the new conditions in symbolic terms as well as to reveal those
impulses that can generate such changes.

The districts of the Soviet avant-garde mass housing can be considered as the areas
where the processes of symbolic renewal proved to be especially intensive in the
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last years. An increasing concern for the Soviet avant-garde architecture of 1920-
1930s among urban scholars, designers, artists and social activists led not only to the
promotion of the avant-garde itself but actually meant a symbolic reconsideration of
the whole urban districts [3–5, 14, 24]. This is particularly well illustrated by those
areas where avant-garde buildings represent complex housing and public develop-
ment which define a general urban structure of the area – that is, different industrial
districts, the territories of the former “socialist cities”, various communal housing living
zones etc. In this regard, it is important to understand what kind of new discourses of
the Soviet avant-garde have appeared in the recent time, what symbols and meanings
they shape and, finally, how they influence a general perception of these urban areas.

1. Beyond the “Soviet”

The discourse of “heritage” can be considered as a first attempt to speak on the avant-
garde architecture out of the narrow framework of specialized knowledge. Mean-
while its significance lies not only in the fact that it made the avant-garde buildings
a subject of public debates and “opened” it for a broad audience, but primarily –
in the opportunity to view the Soviet avant-garde architecture beyond the “Soviet”
context. “Discourse of heritage” managed to create and maintain a symbolic distance
between the avant-garde architecture itself and its social and political backgrounds.
Suddenly, it turned out that grey and insignificantly looking buildings possessed an
undeniable architectural value; that they claimed to become an official part of historical
heritage, on par with medieval churches and classicist architectural ensembles; and,
on top of this, that they stood a good chance to become a part of ‘global cultural
context’. In popular perception, this resulted in the clash of two seemingly completely
incompatible realities: one – mundane, routine and insignificant, the other – universally
important, valuable, belonging to the historical heritage.

This effect was particularly amplified in the discourse of the former Soviet indus-
trial districts and “socialist cities” which were unexpectedly discovered as part of
global artistic trends. Thus, for instance, in the early 2000s, the initiative launched
by German experts brought to life collaborative Russian-German project “Bauhaus in
Ural” (Bauhaus na Urale), with the goal to find the traces of works that the graduates
of this famous school had produced for the Ural industrial construction projects of
1930s (see e.g. [2, 22]). An influence of Bauhaus on architectural process in various
cities of Urals (Magnitogorsk, Orsk, Nizhni Tagil etc.) seriously differed: in those cases
where European specialists were directly engaged into the city plan development it
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appeared to be really significant while in the other cases it was rather small or even
almost invisible. But notwithstanding this, the symbolic importance of belonging to the
advanced modern architectural school for all these territories was much higher than
any practical effect o precise historical data. In early 2000s, simply being made aware
of this connection was enough to produce a powerful emotional impact. “Bauhaus
architect working here in our Uralmash?”, “Did the graduate of this famous school really
work in Uralmash!...” – these are the typical reactions by the residents in response to
the newly discovered historical evidence (see e.g. [19], p. 206; [11]).

The importance of this amazement and surprise was that it helped to wrench and
liberate the space of the Soviet districts from its habitual perceptive context. The areas
that used to invoke associations only with the “Soviet” and the “industrial”, unfolded
before the wider audience in a completely new light. Familiar buildings that used to be
nothing more than a background of ordinary urban existence were now presented to
the public as the examples of a unique aesthetics possessing undeniable historical and
artistic value. Half-desolate marginal space was becoming a “constructivist legacy”.

In fact, the “heritage” discourse provided the first means to talk publicly about
the Soviet urban areas out of any ideological and political context. The new rhetoric
was fast accepted by the post-Soviet society: city-building experiments and avant-
garde constructions were turned into “monuments”, “cultural heritage” and “protected
objects”. They now became not only the “historical examples of style”, but a part of
“global heritage”. Thus, for instance, the Uralmash district was increasingly labeled as
“open air museum” and “constructivist Mecca” gradually becoming one of the most
discussed architectural sites in Ekaterinburg (see e.g. [23], [21], Pp. 226-231; [2, 12]).
Moreover, numerous experimental urban areas of the early Soviet era were described
in detail, catalogued, included in various protection lists and registers.

But despite the significance of the “heritage” discourse in the popularization and
symbolic renewal of the Soviet urban districts, very soon it turned out that the potential
of this discourse was quite limited. It was built on a very simple logic: if an object
possesses a cultural / historical / artistic, or some other value, then this value has to
be proved and confirmed by giving this object an appropriate status. In other words,
to become a part of “heritage”, an object has to be singled out and excluded, as it
were, from the range of ordinary objects. And, most importantly, it has to be officially
recognized.

That was particularly evident in the policy of “museumification” of the past, a “tag-
ging” process of sorts, ranking buildings and urban areas according to how well they
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fit a concrete style, or an author, or an era – and, as a result, transforming such build-
ings into “monuments’ and “artefacts”. Not surprisingly that the discussions of the
Soviet urban heritage popularized such rhetorical figures as “open air museum”, “city-
monument”, “collection of constructivist monuments”, “avant-garde preserve” etc.

However, it became obvious very quickly that by declaring Soviet architectural areas
“museums” and adding new items to “protected buildings” listings, the problem was
put rather than solved. Its solution required new approaches and evaluations.

2. “Utopian” Spaces

The “heritage” discourse gave a new impetus to the study of the Soviet urban areas
but at the same time provided rather narrow limits for its interpretation. Unique style,
unusual aesthetics, bold urban planning decisions, names of forgotten architects: all
of this was new; it captivated and intrigued – however, all of this not only did not
exhaust the discussion, but, on the contrary, alluded to something larger, some source
of deeper meanings hidden behind the individual building, and architectural ensem-
bles, and entire districts. Something that could not be captured by the available lan-
guage of description.

Following the rise of public interest in the Soviet city-planning heritage, 1920s–
1930s architectural ensembles had been targeted more and more frequently by the
projects focusing not so much on their stylistic, aesthetic or architectural features, but
on the era that they symbolize. Thorough the photographs shown at the numerous
exhibitions, through the images of art installations and TV broadcasts, avant-garde
urban areas gradually revealed an entire historical epoch, with its hopes, expecta-
tions and the feeling of breakneck changes. In the geometrical shapes of buildings
and ascetic lines of dilapidated facades, artists, designers, historians and journalists
strived to see the contours of the past, to experience its spirit and atmosphere. As a
result, new images appeared to represent the Soviet avant-garde architectural sites:
“utopian space”, “artifact of the Soviet age”, “space of hope”. And meanwhile very
similar architectural, artistic and research projects started to develop in various parts
of the post-Soviet space: “Socialist City is a City of a Dream” in Novokuznetsk, “Lost
City of the Future” in Zaporizhia, “Utopia of the Past – City of the Future” in Nizhny
Novgorod (see e.g. [3, 20, 27]). Thus, gradually, the discourse of “unrealized utopia”
emerged, offering an alternative way to talk about the Soviet avant-garde architecture
[9].
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In 2006 three constructivist districts of Moscow, Saint-Petersburg and Ekaterinburg
became a venue of the “Walks for Art” (Progulki za iskusstvom) project (The project
was organized in September 2006 by PRO ARTE Institute and Ekaterinburg Branch of
the National Center for Contemporary Art). The main project’s goal was “to discover
artistic tradition within the Soviet experience” ([18], Pp. 7-16). The Bateninsky housing
estate in Saint-Petersburg, Narkomfin building in Moscow and Uralmash district in
Ekaterinburg turned into a space of a specific artistic research experiment. Their yards
and neighbourhoods were filled with artists, art historians and curators – all of them
seeking to find new meanings and images in the empty space of the “vanished Soviet
civilization”. In this vein, Uralmash plant, for instance, appeared to project’s participants
as “fragments, ruins, remnants of the once hyper-intensive life; of the Soviet civiliza-
tion that vanished into the past”; those ruins still preserved a “superhuman drive,
power, takeoff into the future that never came” (Ibid., p. 75). And the district itself
became a “ruin, desolate outskirt, backwater“; a place where Soviet past could be
experienced in a different way, as something “that harbors the energy of the future”
(Ibid., p.77). That was a typical example of a “utopian” look at the Soviet architectural
areas.

“Utopian” discourse was inspired by artistic explorations – therefore, it filled in
very effectively the holes and empty spaces left by the “heritage” discourse in the
ways to interpret and experience the Soviet urban planning experiments. The new
discourse has expanded the borders of the subject itself, replacing “monument” and
“protected object” with the focus on the bygone era, with its zeitgeist and atmosphere.
This discourse also offered new interpretative possibilities, making artistic images as
valuable, as the search for new historical evidence. But, probably most importantly,
the “utopian” reading brought a new sentimental note into the discussions of the
early Soviet architectural areas. Soviet avant-garde architecture became the objects of
experience – as well as the Soviet past looming behind it. It was one thing to talk about
visually unattractive grey two-storied “boxes” using stock textbook phrases about the
new revolutionary type of residential space. And it was a completely different story
to picture that buildings as part of a huge unfulfilled vision, an unrealized dream of its
era. An act of walking across the Soviet urban zones turned out to become a “time
travel”, where each ruin and each dilapidated building hid the traces of the bygone
era. In such a manner “utopian” discourse seriously helped to create an image of
the Soviet avant-garde urban areas that today again attract interest and are being
discussed vigorously by the public, intellectuals and urbanists.
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3. When “Culture” Matters

The “heritage” discourse and the “unrealized utopia” discourse may seem to be based
on totally different assumptions, follow different logic and perceive reality in mutually
incompatible ways. But, surprisingly, they are very similar in one key aspect: they can-
not contemplate the present of the Soviet architecture. For the “heritage” rhetoric, the
objects of the Soviet architectural avant-garde are potential monuments – therefore,
they seem to belong to a timeless space that exist in something like a parallel reality,
with zero connections to the routine course of life. The “utopia” discourse imagine
Soviet urban areas of the interwar period as an abstract future that will never come,
associating it with a hope that will never become a reality. Taking this into account, the
next logical questionwould be: how arewe going tomake the Soviet urban areas a part
of the actualities of today, if even our language of description has already separated
these areas from reality? Particularly, if most of these areas continue to be a part of
the districts with many thousands of residents covering the territory huge even by the
standards of a million-plus city.

Experience of work in functional transforming of the avant-garde architectural
objects still remains very poor under post-Soviet conditions. The cases when these
objects would be successfully revitalized or, at least, would acquire a new functional
usage (even if temporary) are still quite few and rather fragmented. Still even these
cases allow to see a certain trend in the attempts to animate Soviet architectural
heritagewhich became evident in the recent years. Thus, the open spaces of the Soviet
urban areas usually turn into a venue for a large-scale public events, art and musical
festivals or any other cultural projects and initiatives (see [8, 16, 20]), whereas the
architectural complexes themselves are either transforming into the art space [1, 17]
or being reconstructed in order to restore previous social and cultural function of the
Soviet time (generally – of the “centers of culture” or different educational institutions
– see e.g. [10, 12]).

In one way or another all these projects become associated with a word “culture”
and various forms of “cultural activities”. On the one hand, such emphasis on “cultural”
aspects seems to be perfectly natural: it follows logically the major trends of “creativ-
ity” and of the introduction of “creative industries” into the urban space [6, 13, 15].
However, “cultural” rhetoric has another additional meaning for working with the
Soviet urban sites and objects. It is a way to introduce this heritage into the present
and to put it into the current context, filling it with relevant meanings. “Culture” here
is ultimately synonymous with the present, and the “cultural” discourse is a way to
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imagine the former Soviet area as existing “here and now”; to mark it as a part of
living urban environment. Unsurprisingly that the image of these revitalized Soviet
architectural areas – renewed and dynamic, being a part of contemporary urban pat-
terns – is inevitably conceived, phrased and represented through the categories of
“cultural development”, “cultural potential” and “cultural space”.

All of this could have been described as yet another variation on a theme of “ideal
future” and “new utopia” – if the “cultural” discourse were not appropriated and repro-
duced by official public rhetoric. The talks about establishing a new “cultural cluster”
and employing efficiently a unique “cultural resource” have rather quickly penetrated
and become entrenched in presentations, concepts and documents discussed by local
officials, developer companies and business community. Moreover, many develop-
ment problems faced by the Soviet urban districts – such as the preservation of a
number of architectural monuments, the use of public spaces, or the reclamation of
green areas – were publicly articulated for the first time through such forms of pre-
sentation. In this sense, “cultural” rhetoric has essentially become the first way to
engage public activists, officials and business in a meaningful dialogue about the fate
of the avant-garde architectural sites. By appealing to the “cultural practices” and
“creative industries”, city public and intellectuals managed to enunciate more clearly
their projects and visions for historical urban area and the avant-garde heritage, while
the authorities became open to their ideas precisely because they were expressed in
this manner and this language.

It is quite probable that the “cultural” interpretation will become only a transitional
way of talking about the Soviet architectural heritage, serving just to delineate a future
space for discussions. However, right now and within the present context, “cultural”
rhetoric can discern in the Soviet urban areas something that no other rhetoric could.
It can discover the previously concealed or non-evident meanings of its architecture,
urban development, spatial structure or general symbols. With the change of context –
social, architectural, economic and intellectual – this space will most likely require new
meanings and interpretations; or, maybe, it will turn to the existing ones, resurrecting
the past symbols.

The shifts in the language used to describe architecture and historic urban areas
are perfectly natural: it is as important for their development and embeddedness in
the current patterns of life, as their physical renovation or change of the environment.
Such districts require new languages and symbols in order to be included in the ongoing
urban processes and current social dynamics. Under the present conditions the ways
of speaking on the Soviet urban heritage seem to be not less important than practical
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mechanisms of its implementation. And it is quiet likely that just this new symbolical
view will provide a basis for the development of a coherent urban planning strategy
and, probably, will help to shape a new attitude towards these spaces in the current
social, economic and cultural context.
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